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a story from its Geneva correspondent that the Wahington ?oat buried on page 29 

of its iebruary 17 editions is relevant to the years of controvers in these pages and 

if reminds me of my own writing be:ore I enlisted in the army in eorld War I . 
-2037> 

It also reminds me that the lespartment of Justice/asked me violate a law it 

/-\ 
was charged with enforcing and that 	became what was known as an "unregistered 

foreign agent" - for British intelligence. 

The t'ort's story is headed - and it is an enormous understatement - "Study Says 

Red ''roes Did Too Little to Help Jews in WWII." 
-...17111  revs 	ne 

This stud, of its own records was a-M=116d by the International Committee of 

the Red goes. It opened its files to the eminent Swiss historian it selected to stud),  

its record - but its record only as reflected in its own file 	to what wqrecorded 
01‘:( 

and preaerveq#, wh±ch is very far from a complete record. 

The main conclusion is that the lack of succor for milliins of Jews constituted 
the 

"the worst defeat in the history of iik pt(tJae ICA'history of its humanitarian mission." 

published a series of definitive exposes of Nazi cartels and how they impaired 

the Allies preparation for defense against Hitler and the war effort. In this original 

work, investigative reporting, I developed information our Goverment and Britain's 

did not have. I took it to our 14Lpartment of Justice and gave it to the late Joe Borkin, 

economist and lawyer, and it is he who asked me to become a British agent. 

I did, by taking information to th agents in economic warfarb 
aw' 	

house 

e/ 
not far from the embassy. I met with them on a number of occasions, all in viXlation of 

the law but important in the defense of the world against Hitler. 
1,0.1,01$0- 

Contrary to the aulgeatioe, in this Sc 'CRC study, some of the limitations of which 

I note above, information on the Holocaust was "clear" in 1942. I knew about it and wanted 

to write about it. Through my British contacts I met "The Man known An IL4trepid," the 

tkle- of a book about him, the chief of British espionage in the United States. His name 

was Stephenson. He put me in contact Ath U.S. representatives of the auropaan anti-

"iyier undergound. They were as open with me eat he had been and they informed, me, 



2 

wholesale 
particularly the Poles, aboutheifireighter of Jews. 

I was not able to place this article with any major P6lication so l gave it to 

unia small Jewish magazine. The story included pictures of undergro 	anti-Her papers 

Aith accounts of what we now know as the liolocauat. 

Because* enlisted in the army in 400'42 1942 (and wound up in our own new intelli-

gency agency, the Office of Strategic Services) it is obvious that Hitler's murderous. 

record was "clear" in 1942. 

it is commendable, believe, for the iaac to -have take] this too-long delayed 
sit iotto,oloP ■ad,,,,1 

look at itself and its contribution to the ak-AFIttuf slaughter irr-mi--14i-errs--of-Lgx4ocoata, 

but whether or no understated as the study relates to the fed Ordias, it is enormously 

Wi . understated as it relates to all the major anti-Hitler governments. Like the died Cross, 

all of them, partic.ulerkt including owe pwn government under FDR, could have saved 
2.0,1„411. 	 ,.. 	i/1A 

u4 	percentage of those who uaimated died in Hitler's death campa mer's- 
41,01 

fused to. Each saw some selfish interest as more important 	 C3r, thaf 

decent eemzx concern for the rest of mankind, tha4ipreventihg unspelble tortures 

an millions of agonizing murders, as more important than saving those very many lives 

that could have been saved of those Jews not yet under hitler's domination. 

Some of these were outside of the territory Hitler controlled, like\ance, 

Switzeeland, Spain and Portugal. At-depat half-million could have been` e f  4cOm 

Hungary when it was merely a Hitler vassal. (The courageous Swedes did make valiant efforts.) 
t!6., ,/ 

pie Vatican aIeefrefused to help. Later it helped important Nazis escape, retribution. 

In Vichy 4=TY alone thousands of Jewish I children had been collectii.k 	were 

ready to leave but they were not permitted to. 

A major factor in this was Klaus .4srbie, defended in these pages by Roy geachum: 

if Barbie didn't murder a hundred thousariaror more personally he wasn't all that important. 

"To biggest surprise" to the ICRC committeeman who pushed the investigation, was 

that 	"the IURC could have saved more Jewish lives in the later years of the war in 

countries such as aungary and Romania, allied with Germany but not so oppressively 

controlled I and occupied." 



Li Luz-4. 
From this we are to believe that Aliew-t-e- the eurti-Hi-t-lerr governments and many 

individuals, including even writers, knew what the ICRC did not know. 

4nother surprise to him is that "the Swiss government played a significant role in 

persuading the (ICRC) not to issue a moral appeal against Nazi death camps in 1942." 

This is the same year for which the report/says the Red Cross xnammtax 

"information is not totally clear." 

for all rattriene 	governments the alleged reason for preserving guilty 
• of what Hitler might do. / 

silence and doing nothing is feli-af  H4+/ag,  allialagra 	 They all feared 

something more than the inevitable consequences for which they all share responsibility, 
- 

the most terrible sla ter at least since Christianity dominated the world. --4he-- 

elawghter---ef-te 	ofi ---IY-67McMCCEwers-j-EiVs. 

Not long ago readers of these papers were told in a lecture to the leraeli 

government and Jews in general that they should learn the lesson of history. in 

reply I wrote that they had and their policies and actions cane from their personil 

experiences and knowledge of history, ancient and recent. Thee; iTley hod learned what 

those who pontificate against them have not learned and we 	about to forget it. 

Por all its omissions and consistencies and much to its credit the ICRC did 
141A, 	 ILAT, 	 711) 

commission the study that, i 	ted to those of its own recorth(stilli-;xist, hea 

t4e-affeat_ok=i±a agkowledgement of its failings and guilt. 
tett*/ 

	

I do not expect this belated honesty. tIlis.L_beiated admission of guilt)iy-tiwww 	ar&e. 
own and Britains's k4 

ref many governments wino could have saved millions w)as. whoriZOiredoand 

1:117flart-r=reneh-perts. 

Those who could have been saved and weren't were Jews. I doubt they would not have 

been saved had they not been Jews. 

What is different about this carrent report is that it was about the Icac and 
__06-6444:46.4.4401,;24,t4,...) 

was commissioned by the ICRC. Since World War II there have been manyF-Slarly studies, 
:74 arq: 

all readily availableend-ignored by most people, who are not intereeitedo  with n,n -h  

,more  infor0, d in t . 0 :0 - 0 ; 0 f CRC 

    

- s 	r. History's lesson has long been available to those who care about it. 
7/1/0 4.6  hal At • bt. 


